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Reclaim: salvage designs

environmental studio
approx. 6,000 sq. ft.
gallery & work shop in down town Helena, MT
Reclaim: salvage designs is a gallery/workspace that specializes in up-cycled furniture and fixtures. The space houses a workshop, studio, and gallery. This allows the products to remain in house through the design process, production and retail; therefore, eliminating emissions from shipping and transportation. All of the original finishes in this existing building were restored with the intent of extending the life of these materials, in order to keep with the reclaimed mission. All of the paint, epoxy, and finishing materials contain zero VOC’s.
gallery

Stained Concrete
Chalkboard
Wood Wall
Exposed I-Beams
light cave

reflected ceiling plan
Pacific Toy Co.
corporate studio
approx. 10,000 sq. ft.
corporate office space in Portland, Oregon
Pacific Toy Co. is a company located in Portland, Oregon, that offers products that are earth friendly. Their focus is to leave a small footprint on the planet, while providing fun, safe and educational toys.

This space was designed with Nature in mind, and it can be found throughout the space with painted columns that resemble birch trees, a live fish habitat, and a living plant wall. A water drop ripples throughout, shaping walls and pathways. Glass walls allow natural light to flood in, and reach the core of the building.

Recycled materials were chosen for the lighting, furniture and flooring, and all finishes contain zero VOC’s. The use of color, unique work stations, and a creative area add to the Playful vibe of this space.
Lobby & Reception

- Lobby Seating and Side Tables
- Floor Throughout
- Exposed Brick
- No VOC Paint
- Lobby Accent Lighting
- Columns painted to resemble birch trees
- Glass walls
- Desk Finish

Lobby

Receptionist Desk
Lakeside Cabin

approx. 1,000 sq. ft.
Flathead Lake, Montana
**Re-claim (ri-khlem)** to recover (substances) in a pure or usable form from refuse, discarded articles, etc.

**Salvage (salvaje)** Some nothing for further use: to save used, damaged, or rejected goods for recycling or further use.

---

**Floor Plan**

**Gallery & Meeting Room**

A design is a thing by considering it in its real larger context: a chair in a room, a room in a house, a house in an environment, an environment in a city plan. [Elad Shoham](https://www.eladshoham.com)